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ABSTRACT This paper investigates the problem of how to achieve a positive cash flow balance by multi-
mode multi-project scheduling. First, based on formulating cash flows for the projects, we construct an
optimization model in the multi-mode multi-project context that can minimize the maximum cash flow gap
and, thus, balance cash flow positively by arranging optimal execution modes and start times for activities.
Then, we prove the NP-hardness of the studied problem and design two metaheuristic algorithms, namely
tabu search (TS) and simulated annealing (SA), which search the desirable solutions in nested and mixed
ways, respectively. Finally, taking the multi-start iterative improvement (MSII) as comparison algorithm,
the performance of the two algorithms developed is evaluated through a computational experiment
performed on a data set generated randomly using ProGen. From the research results, the following
conclusions are drawn: The TS and SA are more suitable for solving the smaller and larger problems,
respectively, while the nested searching structure may enhance the algorithm’s efficiency. With the increase
of the advance payment proportion, number of milestone activities, client’s payment proportion, or project
deadline, the contractor’s maximal cash flow gap decreases.
INDEX TERMS Project scheduling, Optimization model, Metaheuristic algorithm, Positive cash flow
balance, Multi-mode multi-project context
I. INTRODUCTION
Cash flow management, which involves the forecasting,
planning, monitoring, and controlling of the cash flow, is
recognized as a critical issue in project management [1].
Over the course of a project, a series of cash flows occur in
the following two forms: cash outflow—induced mainly by
the execution of activities and the use of resources such as
labour, equipment, and materials—and cash inflow—
resulting generally from payments for the completion of
specified parts of the project according to the contract terms.
Based on this, it is easy to understand that during the
implementation of the project, keeping a positive balance
between cash outflow and inflow is key to effective cash
flow management, since, if the outflow cannot be covered
by the inflow in a timely manner, the contractor may not be
able to implement the project smoothly. In such a case, the
contractor has to raise money externally to cover the gap
between cash outflow and inflow and hence incur an extra
financing cost. Moreover, when the gap exceeds the
contractor’s financing capacity, the problem may cause
project failure or even the bankruptcy of the contractor [2].
Essentially, the distribution of cash flow over the course
of the project is closely related to the arrangement of the
project schedule. On the one hand, the amount of cash
outflow depends on the selection of each activity’s
execution mode, which represents the capital devoted to it
and the time it consumes [3]; and when it occurs is mainly
determined by the assigned start time for the activity. On
the other hand, as the client often pays the contractor based
on the progress of the project according to payment terms
stipulated in the contract, each cash inflow (payment
amount) and its timing rely primarily on the achievement of
the project schedule. As a result, through reasonable project
scheduling, which includes choosing an execution mode
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and arranging a start time for each activity, the contractor
can coordinate cash outflow and inflow effectively, thus,
achieving a positive cash flow balance.
In fact, this problem is more meaningful in a multi-
project context since, in practice, the contractor may
implement multiple projects simultaneously [4]. In this
context, the contractor must assign an execution mode and
start time for activities in each project and manage all the
cash flows for the different projects as a whole. During the
implementation of a given project, if the positive balance
between cash outflow and inflow falls short, to ensure the
project continues smoothly, the contractor needs to extract
cash from the other projects or raise money externally to
cover the cash flow gap. When this happens, the
implementation of the projects could be affected and the
contractor’s cost could increase. Thus, in the multi-project
context, the contractor needs to arrange the project
schedules carefully and try to achieve a positive cash flow
balance for all projects during their implementation.
To address this, in this paper, we investigate a multi-
mode multi-project scheduling problem to achieve a
positive balance between cash outflow and inflow. The
problem we look at is when a contractor is implementing
multiple projects concurrently, with each project having its
own deadline and activities being performed in one of
several alternative modes. At the beginning of the projects,
the client makes an advance payment to the contractor,
hence generating a cash inflow for the contractor. Over the
course of the projects, the cash outflows, namely the costs
for performing activities, occur at the start of the
corresponding activities while their amounts depend upon
the selection of execution mode of the activities. In each
project, some activities are defined as milestone activities
by the client and at the completion of these activities, the
cash inflows, namely the clients’ progress payments, are
received based on the accumulative earned value of the
activities completed by the contractor. During the
implementation of the projects, the cash flow can be shared
among the projects freely and at a certain time, the cash
flow gap is defined as the accumulative cash outflow minus
the accumulative cash inflow. Our aim is to arrange the
project schedule, which consists of the execution mode and
start time of activities in all the projects, to minimize the
cash flow gap so that the contractor achieves a positive
balance between cash outflow and inflow. We believe that
this research, which has not been performed previously to
the best of our knowledge, provides valuable decision
support for contractors to manage their cash flows.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
present a literature review in Section II. Section III
constructs the optimization model and analyzes the
complexity of the problem. Section IV designs
mateheuristic algorithms for the model while Section V
provides a computational experiment. We present our
conclusions in Section VI.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Project scheduling, a classical problem in project
management, has gained increasing attention in the
literature over the years [5]. In this area, a relevant literature
stream is the capital-constrained max-NPV project-
scheduling problem where the investment in project
activities is constrained by capital constraints while
payments are reinvested in the project to maximize the net
present value of the cash flow [6]. In addressing this issue,
Smith-Daniels and Smith-Daniels [7] treated materials and
capital constraints in an integrated fashion to present an
approach for the problem. Due to the intractability of this
problem, Smith-Daniels et al. [8] presented three heuristic
procedures and tested their performance in solving
relatively large capital-constrained projects. Özdamar [9]
invoked a multi-mode capital-constrained problem where
the contractor had to construct and reconstruct schedules
during the progress of the projects to maintain a positive
cash balance dynamically. Liu and Wang [10] established a
resource-constrained project scheduling model that
maximized net cash flow to optimize project profit from the
perspective of contractors. By combining the project
payment-scheduling problem with the capital-constrained
problem, He et al. [11] assessed a multi-mode capital-
constrained project payment scheduling problem and
developed metaheuristics to solve it.
Different from the researches aforementioned where the
objective is to maximize the NPV of project, Elazouni and
Gab-Allah [12] investigated how to produce financially
feasible schedules that balanced the financing requirements
of activities at any period with the cash available during
that same period. The proposed problem was named the
finance-based scheduling problem where the total project
duration was minimized and the finance-availability
constraint was fulfilled in the meantime. To account for
large-size projects, Ali and Elazouni [13] and Alghazi et al.
[14] applied genetic algorithms to develop finance-based
schedule models while Elazouni et al. [15] and Al-Shihabi
and AlDurgam [16] used simulated annealing and max-min
ant system algorithms to deal with the problem,
respectively. Further research efforts were made by Fathi
and Afshar [17] and Elazouni and Abido [18] to consider
multiple objectives in integrating a project’s cash flow with
its schedule, and by Liu and Wang [19] and El-Abbasy et al.
[20] to take project finance into account in multi-project
scheduling context. Under the objective of minimizing the
maximal cash flow gap, He et al. [21] used variable
neighbourhood search and tabu search to tackle a discrete
time/cost trade-off problem for a single project.
In project scheduling, another relevant literature stream
is the multi-project scheduling problem, which has been
given more attention in recent years. For instance,
Homberger [22] integrated a restart evolution strategy with
a multi-agent system for solving the decentralized resource-
constrained multi-project scheduling problem. Chen and
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Shahandashti [23] developed a hybrid of genetic algorithm
and simulated annealing for generic multi-project
scheduling problems with multiple resource constraints.
Browning and Yassine [24] addressed the static resource-
constrained multi-project scheduling problem with two
lateness objectives and conducted a comprehensive analysis
of 20 priority rules on 12,320 test problems. Using an
auction-based negotiation approach for the resource
intervals, Adhau et al. [25] presented a distributed multi-
agent system to allocate multiple types of shared resources
among multiple competing projects. Can and Ulusoy [26]
considered a non-preemptive, zero-time lag, multi-project
scheduling problem and used a two-stage decomposition
approach to reformulate the problem as a hierarchy of 0-1
mathematical programming models. Supposing that each
project had an assigned due date, activities could be
performed in alternative modes, and resources did not have
to be shared among projects, Beşikci et al. [27] investigated
a multi-project scheduling problem and designed a two-
phase and a monolithic genetic algorithm as two solution
approaches for the problem.
From the brief literature review above, it can be seen
clearly that the problem studied in this paper has a
remarkable distinction from the existing researches on
project scheduling. For this fact, we believe that the
research may have an important implication for the research
area.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. OPTIMIZATION MODEL
Let us assume that a contractor needs to implement H
projects concurrently. Project h (h=1,2,…,H) is represented
as an activity-on-node network wherein nodes denote the
activities and arcs, the finish–start precedence constraints
with a time lag of zero. In the project, there are nh activities
of which activities 1 and nh are the dummy start and end
activities, respectively, and the others are all non-dummy
activities. The earned value of activity i is vi and depending
on the capital devoted, activity i (i=1,2,…,nh) can be
executed in one of Ei alternative modes. When activity i is
assigned to be executed in mode mi (mi=1,2,…,Ei), its
duration and cost are
iim
d and
iim
c , respectively. It should
be noted that as the two dummy activities do not exist in
reality, their
iim
d ,
iim
c , and vi, are a constant that equals 0.
For project h, the deadline and contract price are Dh and Uh
( 


hn
i
i
h vU
1
), respectively.
The cash outflow for the contractor to complete activity i,
namely,
iim
c , is assumed to occur at the activity’s start time.
Let us suppose that under the constraints of the project
deadline Dh and a precedence relationship among the
project’s activities, the start time of activity i is arranged as si.
Then, the execution mode and start time of all the activities,
namely mi and si, constitute a schedule for project h,
represented as (Mh, Sh), where ),,,( 21 hn
h mmmM  and
),,,( 21 hn
h sssS  . Among the H projects, we represent
the start time of the project that is begun earliest as min1s and
the completion time of the project that is completed latest as
max
hn
s . Given a (Mh, Sh), the contractor’s accumulative cash
outflow at time t ( ],[ maxmin1 hnsst ), which is denoted as ACOt,
is calculated using the formula 
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
H
h
n
i ts
imt
h
i
i
cACO
1 1
.
Let γh (0≤γh≤1) be the proportion of the advance payment
of project h and at the beginning of the project, the client
makes an advance payment, γh·Uh, to the contractor. Among
the nh activities, there are Kh (Kh ≤ nh) activities defined as
milestone activities by the client. During the
implementation of the project, when a milestone activity is
finished, the client makes a progress payment to the
contractor. Note that since the last payment is often
arranged at the completion of the project, the dummy end
activity nh must be a milestone activity. The amount of the
k-th progress payment, pk (k=1,2,…,Kh–1), equals the
product of the contractor’s earned value accumulated from
the (k–1)-th payment to this payment and the payment
proportion of project h, θh (0≤θh≤1). In pk, the advance
payment should be deducted according to the proportion, γh;
as a result, pk (k=1,2,…,Kh–1) is computed by the formula,
)()(
1



h
k
h
k ASi
i
ASi
i
hh
k vvp  , where hkAS and hkAS 1
are the sets of the activities that are finished by the k-th and
(k–1)-th payments, respectively. When the project is
finished, the sum of payments must equal the contract price
of the project, hence, the last payment, hKp , is calculated
by )(
1
1



h
h
K
k
k
hhh
K
pUUp  . We denote the
accumulative cash inflow at time t( ],[ maxmin1 hnsst ) as ACIt.
Then, given a (Mh, Sh), ACIt is computed using the formula,
 
   

H
h
K
k tds
k
H
h ts
hh
t
h
kimkiki
pUACI
1 1 )(1 1
)( , where ik
represents the milestone activity to which the k-th payment
is attached.
Using ACOt and ACIt, we define the cash flow gap at
time t in the course of the H projects as Gt = ACOt–ACIt,
and thus, the maximum cash flow gap, Gmax, is obtained
using the formula }{max
],[
max maxmin
1
t
sst
GG
hn

 . Obviously, for all
the H projects implemented concurrently, if the Gt<0 the
contractor’s cash flow is in a positive balance status at time
t and if the Gmax<0 the contractor maintains a positive
balance between cash outflow and inflow throughout the
course of all H projects. Otherwise, the contractor has to
raise money no less than the Gmax with an additional
financing cost to cover cash flow gaps so that the projects
can be implemented smoothly. Based on the discussion
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above, we formulate the multi-mode multi-project scheduling
problem with the objective of positive cash flow balance as
the following non-linear integer programming model, where
Gmax is minimized by arranging (Mh, Sh) optimally.
Min }{max
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mi and si are a nonnegative integer, i = 1, 2, …, nh,
and h = 1, 2, …, H (9)
In the model constructed above, the objective is to
minimize the contractor’s maximum cash flow gap in the
multi-project context. Constraint (2) maintains the
precedence feasibility, where Ah is the set of the precedence
relationships among the activities. The deadline is imposed
for project h by constraints (3). Constraints (4) and (5) are
the formulae used to determine payments, whereas
constraints (6) and (7) are used to calculate the
accumulative cash outflow and inflow at time t,
respectively. Constraint (8) is used to compute the cash
flow gaps, and constraint (9) defines the value scope of the
decision variables.
B. COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM
Without any loss of generality, we let H=1, γ1=1, and θ1=0.
This means that there is only one project for contractor to
complete and in the project, the advance payment equals
the contract price, U1, and thus there are no progress
payments occurring during the execution of the project. In
such a case, the maximal cash flow gap, which must occur
at the completion of the project, is equivalent to the total cost of
the project, 

1
1
n
i
imi
c , minus the contract price, U1. Since U1 is
a given constant, the studied problem is simplified to assigning
modes and start times of activities to minimize the total cost
of the single project under the deadline constraint, which in
fact is the P_C|T in the discrete time/cost trade-off problem
[28]. In other words, the problem studied in this paper can
be regarded as a generalization of the P_C|T when
considering progress payments in the multi-project context.
As the P_C|T has been proven to be strongly NP-hard for
general project networks [29], the studied problem must be
strongly NP-hard as well.
IV. METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
Due to the strong NP-hardness of the studied problem, we
use two well-known metaheuristics, i.e. tabu search (TS)
and simulated annealing (SA) which are originally
developed by Glover [30] and Metropolis et al. [31]
respectively and have been successfully applied to a
number of project scheduling problems [32], for the
solution of the problem. In this section, we describe the
common features of the two metaheuristic algorithms first
and then present the design of the TS and SA.
A. COMMON FEATURES
1) SOLUTION REPRESENTATION
A solution for the problem is represented by using the
following two sets.
 Execution mode set: This set consists of all theMhs for
H projects and is represented as EMS,
EMS=(M1,M2,…,MH), which determines the
arrangement of the execution modes of activities in the
projects.
 Time deviation set: This set consists of H lists and is
represented as TDS, TDS=(TD1,TD2,…,TDH). In TDS,
list TDh (h=1,2,…,H) includes nh elements and the i-th
(i=1,2,…,nh) element, which is denoted as Δi (Δi∈[0,
lsi–esi] where lsi and esi are the latest and earliest start
times of activity i respectively), indicates how many
time units of activity i’s start time deviate from esi.
For a project, we let EAS represent the set of eligible
activities, such as the unscheduled activities that have all
predecessor activities scheduled. Then, a solution, (EMS,
TDS), can be transformed into a schedule of the projects
using the decoding procedure described as follows.
Step 1. Initialize the EAS and define the start time for each
project, i.e., EAS := {1} and input the value of s1.
Step 2. According to the EMS and TDS, determine the
iim
d and Δi of activities in each project,
respectively.
Step 3. For each project, update the EAS by removing the
scheduled activities from the EAS and adding the
new eligible activities to it. Judge whether the EAS
is empty. If the answer is yes, go to step 5;
otherwise, go to step 4.
Step 4. For each project, on the basis of
iim
d and the
precedence relationship between activities, arrange
each activity in the EAS to start as early as possible,
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thereby obtaining an si. Then, si :=si+Δi and go to
step 3.
Step 5. Terminate the procedure and all the sis obtained
for a project, h, constitute an Sh. The generated Sh
and the Mh in the EMS form a schedule, (Mh, Sh)
for project h. Output the (Mh, Sh) for each project.
2) STARTING SOLUTION
The starting solution, denoted as (EMSstar, TDSstar), is
generated according to the following steps.
Step 1. For all the activities in each project, arrange each
execution mode as one with the lowest cost. Check
whether the critical path length of the project network
is greater than the project deadline. If the answer is no,
we receive a feasible Mh that does not violate the
project deadline constraint and incurs the lowest total
cost. Otherwise, we select an activity on the critical
path and change the execution mode to shorten the
critical path length with the minimal cost increment.
We repeat this operation until the critical path length
is less than or equivalent to the project deadline,
thereby obtaining the feasible Mh. All the generated
Mhs constitute an EMSstar.
Step 2. For each project, determine the duration of
activities according to the Mh given by the EMSstar.
Without violating the constraints of precedence and
project deadline, arrange the milestone activities to
start as soon as possible while the non-milestone
activities to start as late as possible, thereby generating
an Sh. Based on the generated Sh, determine TDh for
each project and all the obtainedTDhs compose a TDSstar.
Step 3. Output the starting solution, i.e. the (EMSstar,
TDSstar) obtained finally.
3) NEIGHBOUR GENERATION
The current solution is represented as (EMScurr, TDScurr).
Based on EMScurr and TDScurr, the neighbour EMS and TDS,
which are denoted as EMSneig and TDSneig respectively, are
generated using the following two operators.
 Mode change (MC): Select a random Mh from the
EMScurr. In the selected Mh, choose an mi arbitrarily
and under the constraint of the project deadline,
change its value to another available one randomly.
This makes the EMScurr become a new one and we
denote it as EMSneig, where other Mhs remain
unchanged.
 Deviation change (DC): Select a TDh from the TDScurr
in a random fashion. Arbitrarily choose a Δi in the
selected TDh and under the constraint of the project
deadline, change its value to another one within [0,
lsi–esi] randomly. This makes the TDScurr become a
new one represented as TDSneig, in which other TDhs
remain unchanged.
B. TABU SEARCH
1) MOVES
Corresponding to the two neighbour generation operators,
the moves in the TS are defined as follows:
 Move for MC: It is a quadruple of (position number of
the selected Mh in the EMScurr, position number of the
chosen mi in the selected Mh, original value, new
value). E.g. if in the EMScurr, m5 of M2 is selected and
its value is changed from 1 to 2, then the move is
expressed as (2,5,1,2), implying that the mode of
activity 5 in project 2 is changed from 1 to 2.
Consequently, the reverse move, which has the form
of (2,5,1), is added to the tabu list, preventing the
mode of this activity from being changed back to 1.
 Move for DC: It is a quadruple of (position number of
the selected TDh in the TDScurr, position number of the
chosen Δi in the selected TDh, original value, new
value). E.g. if Δ3 of TD1 is changed from 8 to 6 in the
TDScurr, then the move is expressed as (1,3,8,6),
indicating that the time deviation of activity 3 of
project 1 is changed from 8 to 6. In consequence, the
reverse move is denoted as (1,3,8) and it is added to
the tabu list, forbidding the time deviation of activity 3
being assigned as 8 once again.
2) TABU LIST AND STOP CRITERION
In the TS, there are two tabu lists, TLMC and TLDC, which
are used to store the tabu moves for MC and TC,
respectively. The two tabu lists are managed according to
the First-in-First-out rule and all the moves on the tabu lists
are forbidden. However, if a tabu move can generate a
solution better than the best found so far, its tabu status may
be canceled so that the algorithm can move to this solution.
We take a given number of the feasible solutions visited,
Numstop, as the stop criterion of the TS. In other words,
when the number of feasible solutions explored by the TS
reaches Numstop it terminates and outputs the best solution
saved as the desirable one.
3) IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
Considering that when scheduling the projects, the start
time of the activities has to be arranged after their execution
modes have been determined, we design the TS as the
following two nested loops: The inner loop seeks the
desirable TDS under the given EMS while the outer loop
searches the desirable EMS based on the results returned by
the inner loop. We denote the neighbour solution as
(EMSneig, TDSneig), the best solution found during the
searching process as (EMSbest, TDSbest), the Gmax under the
starting, current, neighbour, and best solutions as starmaxG ,
curr
maxG ,
neig
maxG , and
best
maxG respectively, and the number of the
feasible solutions visited during the searching process as
Num. Then, the implementation steps of the TS are
described as follows, where INNERLOOP(EMSneig)
represents the inner loop, which finds the desirable TDS
and the corresponding Gmax under the given EMSneig. Note
that in INNERLOOP(EMSneig), the stop criterion is defined
as Numstop-in, which is a number of the feasible TDSs
required to be visited in the inner loop.
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Step 1. Initialize TLMC, define Numstop, and Num :=0.
Step 2. Generate a starting solution, (EMSstar, TDSstar).
Compute the Gmax under the (EMSstar, TDSstar) and
denote it as starmaxG . (EMS
curr, TDScurr) :=(EMSstar,
TDSstar), currmaxG :=
star
maxG , (EMS
best,
TDSbest) :=(EMSstar, TDSstar), bestmaxG :=
star
maxG , and
Num :=Num+1.
Step 3. Based on the EMScurr, generate an EMSneig by
operator MC. Invoke INNERLOOP(EMSneig) and
take the desirable TDS and Gmax returned as
TDSneig and neigmaxG , respectively.
Step 4. Assess whether the move from the EMScurr to the
EMSneig is in the TLMC. If the answer is yes, go to
step 5; otherwise, go to step 6.
Step 5. Assess whether the neigmaxG is less than the
best
maxG . If
the answer is yes, (EMScurr, TDScurr) :=(EMSneig,
TDSneig), currmaxG :=
neig
maxG , (EMS
best,
TDSbest) :=(EMSneig, TDSneig), bestmaxG :=
neig
maxG ,
update TLMC, and go to step 7; otherwise, go to
step 7 directly.
Step 6. (EMScurr, TDScurr) :=(EMSneig, TDSneig) and
curr
maxG :=
neig
maxG , and if the
neig
maxG is less than the
best
maxG , (EMS
best, TDSbest) :=(EMSneig, TDSneig) and
best
maxG :=
neig
maxG . Update the TL
MC and go to step 7.
Step 7. Num :=Num+Numstop-in. Assess whether
Num≥Numstop. If the answer is yes, go to step 8;
otherwise, go to step 3.
Step 8. Output the desirable results, i.e. the (EMSbest,
TDSbest) and bestmaxG obtained finally.
In INNERLOOP(EMSneig), we denote the number of the
feasible TDSs visited during the searching process as Numin.
Then, the implementation steps of the inner loop are as
follows, where TDSstar-in, TDScurr-in, TDSneig-in, and TDSbest-in
are the starting, current, neighbour, and best TDSs
respectively, while in-starmaxG ,
in-curr
maxG ,
in-neig
maxG , and
in-best
maxG are
their Gmaxs respectively.
INNERLOOP(EMSneig)
Step 1. Input EMSneig, initialize TLDC, define Numstop-in,
and Numin :=0.
Step 2. Under the EMSneig, generate a starting TDS,
TDSstar-in. Compute the Gmax under the (EMSneig,
TDSstar-in) and denote it as in-starmaxG . TDS
curr-in :=
TDSstar-in, in-currmaxG :=
in-star
maxG , TDS
best-in :=TDSstar-in,
in-best
maxG :=
in-star
maxG , and Num
in :=Numin+1.
Step 3. Based on the TDScurr-in, generate a neighbour TDS,
TDSneig-in, by operator DC. Compute the Gmax under
the (EMSneig, TDSneig-in) and denote it as in-neigmaxG .
Step 4. Assess whether the move from the TDScurr-in to the
TDSneig-in is in the TLDC. If the answer is yes, go to
step 5; otherwise, go to step 6.
Step 5. Assess whether the in-neigmaxG is less than the
in-best
maxG .
If the answer is yes, TDScurr-in :=TDSneig-in,
in-curr
maxG :=
in-neig
maxG , TDS
best-in :=TDSneig-in,
in-best
maxG :=
in-neig
maxG , update the TL
DC, and go to step
7; otherwise, go to step 7 directly.
Step 6. TDScurr-in :=TDSneig-in and in-currmaxG :=
in-neig
maxG , and if
the in-neigmaxG is less than the
in-best
maxG , TDS
best-in :=
TDSneig-in and in-bestmaxG :=
in-neig
maxG . Update the TL
DC
and go to step 7.
Step 7. Numin :=Numin+1. Assess whether the Numin
reaches the Numstop. If the answer is yes, go to step
8; otherwise, go to step 3.
Step 8. Return the desirable TDS and Gmax, i.e., the
TDSbest-in and in-bestmaxG obtained finally.
C. SIMULATED ANNEALING
1) COOLING SCHEME
The SA is specified by the cooling scheme, which is
constituted of the initial temperature, the cooling rate, the
Markov chain length, and the stop criterion. The initial
temperature, Tempinit, is calculated by
Tempinit=( maxmax
star
max GG  )/lnProbinit, where maxmaxG is the
maximal Gmax among the 50 neighbour solutions of the
starting solution, while Probinit, which is set at 0.9 in this
application, the initial acceptance ratio defined as the
number of accepted neighbour solutions divided by that of
the proposed neighbour solutions. Beginning from Tempinit,
the temperature, Temp, is progressively reduced according
to a certain cooling rate, CR, and under a given Temp, the
number of transitions is determined by the Markov chain
length, MCL. Similar with the TS, the stop criterion of the
SA is defined as a given number of the feasible solutions
visited, Numstop, as well.
2) IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
Different from the TS, the SA searches the desirable
solution, which consists of the desirable EMS and TDS, in a
mixed way. In other words, when generating a neighbour
solution during the searching process of the SA, the two
operators are chosen in a random way. The implementation
steps of the SA are as follows, where Num has the same
meaning with that in the TS while TNum denotes the
number of the feasible solutions visited under a given
temperature.
Step 1. Define CR, MCL, and Numstop, determine Tempinit,
Temp :=Tempinit, TNum :=0, and Num :=0.
Step 2. Generate a starting solution, (EMSstar, TDSstar).
Compute the Gmax under the (EMSstar, TDSstar) and
denote it as starmaxG . (EMS
curr, TDScurr) :=(EMSstar,
TDSstar), currmaxG :=
star
maxG , and Num :=Num+1.
Step 3. Select an operator from MC and DC according to
an equal probability to generate an EMSneig (or a
TDSneig). The generated EMSneig (or TDSneig) and
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TDScurr (or EMScurr) form a new solution, (EMSneig,
TDScurr) (or (EMScurr, TDSneig)), and we take this
new solution as (EMSneig, TDSneig). Compute the
Gmax under the (EMSneig, TDSneig) and denote it as
neig
maxG .
Step 4. ∆Gmax := neigmax
curr
max GG  and then assess whether ∆Gmax
is greater than 0. If the answer is yes, (EMScurr,
TDScurr) :=(EMSneig, TDSneig), currmaxG :=
neig
maxG , and go to
step 6; otherwise, go to step 5.
Step 5. Generate a random number from U[0, 1]. If this
number is not greater than TempGe max , (EMScurr,
TDScurr) :=(EMSneig, TDSneig), currmaxG :=
neig
maxG , and
go to step 6; otherwise, go to step 6 directly.
Step 6. Num :=Num+1. Assess whether Num≥Numstop. If
the answer is yes, go to step 9; otherwise, go to
step 7.
Step 7. TNum :=TNum+1. Assess whether TNum≥MCL. If
the answer is yes, go to step 8; otherwise, go to
step 3.
Step 8. Temp :=Temp·CR, TNum :=0, and go to step 3.
Step 9. Output the desirable results, i.e. the (EMScurr,
TDScurr) and currmaxG obtained finally.
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To evaluate the performance of the TS and SA developed in
this paper, we utilize another method, multi-start iterative
improvement (MSII) [33,34], to provide comparable
computational efforts. In the implementation, the MSII starts
from the same starting solution and employs the same
neighbour generation mechanism as those used in the SA.
During the search process, it chooses the most improving
neighbour solution as the move and if there are no improving
moves, restarts with another feasible solution generated
randomly. The MSII stops and takes the best solution found
as the desirable one when the number of the feasible
solutions it has visited attains a certain value, Numstop.
The experiment is conducted on a data set generated by
ProGen project generator [35] using the parameter settings
presented in Table Ⅰ. The data set consists of 40 instances
where the contractor needs to implement two projects
concurrently and in each project, the number of non-dummy
activities is set at 10, 20, 30, or 40. In the instances, the
values of the key parameters, including Dh, θh, γh, and Kh,
are set at three levels and a full factorial experiment of the
four parameters with three levels results in 34=81 replicates
for each instance and 40·81=3,240 ones as whole.
TABLE Ⅰ
PARAMETER SETTINGS USED TO GENERATE THE DATA SET
Parameter Setting
Number of projects, H 2
Number of non-dummy activities in projects, nh–2 10, 20, 30, 40
Number of instances generated under a given number of
non-dummy activities
10
Number of initial and terminal activities in projects Randomly selected from 2, 3, and 4
Maximal number of successors and predecessors in projects 4
Number of execution modes for activities 2
Duration of activities with mode 1, di1 Randomly selected from U[1, 10]
Cost of activities with mode 1, ci1 Randomly selected from U[1, 10]
Duration of activities with mode 2, di2 ρ1·di1, where ρ1, which is a special parameter defined for generating
di2, is randomly selected from U[0.75, 0.95]
Cost of activities with mode 2, ci2 ρ2·ci1, where ρ2, which is a special parameter defined for generating
ci2, is randomly selected from U[1.05, 1.25]
Earned value of activities, vi ρ3·ci2, where ρ3, which is a special parameter defined for generating
vi, is randomly selected from U[1.3, 1.5]
Advance payment proportion of projects, γh 0.04, 0.06, 0.08
Payment number of projects, Kh 4, 5, 6
Milestone activities The dummy end activity is a milestone activity while other milestone
activities are selected from all the non-dummy activities randomly
Payment proportion of projects, θh 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
Deadline of projects, Dh ρ4·(CPLmax–CPLmin)+CPLmin, where CPLmax and CPLmin are the
critical path length of networks when all the activities are executed
with modes 1 and 2 respectively, and ρ4, which is a special parameter
defined for generating D, is set at 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8
We define the following four indices to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms.
 NBS: The number of instances for which the
algorithms find a solution equal to the best solution
known.
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 ARD: Average relative per cent below the best
solution known.
 MRD: Maximal relative per cent below the best
solution known.
 ACT: Average computational time of the algorithm.
 MCT: Maximal computational time of the algorithm.
In the definitions of NBS, ARD, and MRD, the best solution
known is defined as the solution whose Gmax is the lowest
among those found by the three algorithms, namely the TS,
SA, and MSII. All the algorithms are coded and compiled
using Microsoft Visual C++, and the computational
experiment is performed on an Intel Core-based personal
computer with a 2.60-GHz clock-pulse and 3.88-GB RAM.
Based on a preliminary empirical test, the parameters of the
algorithms are set as follows: Numstop=10000·nh, Numstop-in
=10·nh, CR=0.9, MCL=100·nh, and the length of both TLMC
and TLDC is set at 5.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE
ALGORITHMS
The computational results of the three algorithms are given
in Table Ⅱ. From the table, it can be seen that the SA and
TS outperform the MSII clearly and with the increase of the
number of activities, their superiorities augment. This result
is not surprising because the intelligent search processes
generally get an advantage over simple search procedures
like the MSII and this advantage grows when the problem
becomes more complex. Second, Table 2 also shows that
the performance of the TS is a little better than that of the
SA overall. This result may come from the following fact:
Based on the characteristic of the studied problem, the TS
uses the inner and outer loops to search the desirable TDS
and EMS, respectively. However, in the SA, the desirable
EMS and TDS are sought in a mixed way, where the
operators MC and DC are selected randomly to generate
neighbour solutions without any consideration of the
problem’s characteristic. This may lead to the searching
structure of the TS is more organized and thus more
reasonable than that of the SA, making the desirable
solutions found by the TS are better than those obtained by
the SA as whole. Finally, a further comparison of the TS
and SA shows that as nh increases, the results of the TS get
worse while the reverse is true for the SA. This may be
because the SA is more suitable for the solution of the
larger problem due to its random nature, whereas the TS
may have an advantage in tackling the relatively small
problem. Therefore, as the scale of the problem rises, the
SA tends to be more efficient than the TS.
TABLE Ⅱ
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS
nh
TS SA MSII
NBS
ARD
(%)
MRD
(%)
ACT
(s)
MCT
(s) NBS
ARD
(%)
MRD
(%)
ACT
(s)
MCT
(s) NBS
ARD
(%)
MRD
(%)
ACT
(s)
MCT
(s)
12 614 1.13 2.50 15.75 19.95 486 2.95 3.78 16.65 18.78 256 5.31 9.95 16.44 19.32
22 577 1.55 3.40 28.86 40.28 514 2.28 4.04 31.42 42.66 211 8.74 13.3 29.64 40.73
32 526 2.18 4.05 47.67 61.10 538 2.00 4.23 51.14 68.00 112 16.17 24.06 48.26 65.33
42 467 2.86 4.76 78.18 95.73 555 1.58 3.77 85.28 105.47 74 23.65 35.27 80.18 99.36
All instances 2,184 1.93 4.76 42.62 95.73 2,093 2.20 4.23 46.12 105.47 653 13.47 35.27 43.63 99.36
The computational times, which are indicated by the ACT
and MCT indices, are as follows: The TS is the fastest, then
the MSII, and the SA is the slowest. This phenomenon is
explained below. Recall that in the TS, the nested loops are
used to search for the desirable solution and when
generating neighbour TDSs, the EMS remains unchanged.
However, in the SA and MSII, the desirable EMS and TDS
are sought in a mixed fashion, making the case where the
EMS is changed while the TDS keeps unchanged may occur.
Since the interval of [0, lsi–esi] varies with the change of
the EMS, the occurrence of this case may increases the
probability of the generated neighbour solution being time
infeasible. Hence, during the searching process of the SA
and MSII, the algorithms may encounter more infeasible
neighbour solutions than the TS. As a result, under the stop
criterion that the algorithms have to visit the same number
of the feasible solutions, the SA and MSII run a longer time
than the TS although the TS needs to spend additional time
to manage its tabu lists. Ultimately, with respect to the SA
and MSII which start from the same starting solution and
employ the same neighbour generation mechanism, it is
easy to understand that the SA runs more slowly than the
MSII because the former owns a more complicated
searching structure than the latter.
C. EFFECTS OF THE KEY PARAMETERS ON THE
MAXIMAL CASH FLOW GAP
The average value of the objective function for various
cases, where the key parameters are set at different values,
are presented in Table Ⅲ. As shown, the maximal cash
flow gap, Gmax, decreases with the increase in γh, Kh, θh, or
Dh. The reasons for these results are described as follows.
First, as γh increases, the advance payment at the begining
of the projects increases accordingly. This enhances the
contractor’s capital availability directly and hence makes
Gmax decrease. Second, when Kh goes up, the number of the
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progress payments increases correspondingly and as a result,
the average span between the two adjacent payments
shortens. This causes the contractor’s expense to be
compensated more quickly, thus leading to Gmax to go down.
Third, because in the studied problem, the total payment
must equal the contract price of the projects, the increase of
θh can make a part of the last payment shift to the progress
payments. The advancement of this part of the last payment
can enhance the amount of the cash inflows during the
execution of the projects and cause Gmax to decrease.
Finally, increasing the deadline of the projects Dh may
relaxes the deadline constraint to some extent. Therefore,
the contractor can save some costs for crashing activities
and reduce the cash outflows subsequently, hence resulting
in a decrease in Gmax.
TABLE Ⅲ
EFFECTS OF KEY PARAMETERS ON THE MAXIMAL CASH FLOW GAP
Parameters Values
Gmax
TS SA MSII
γh 0.04 37.60 37.63 40.48
0.06 28.52 28.65 32.16
0.08 20.43 20.48 23.72
Kh 4 32.78 32.91 35.31
5 28.72 28.80 32.78
6 25.07 25.05 28.26
θh 0.7 38.00 38.13 41.66
0.8 28.48 28.53 31.75
0.9 20.07 20.11 22.98
Dh 0.4·(CPLmax–CPLmin)+CPLmin 31.20 31.25 34.58
0.6·(CPLmax–CPLmin)+CPLmin 28.88 28.91 32.05
0.8·(CPLmax–CPLmin)+CPLmin 26.46 26.61 29.76
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a multi-mode multi-project
scheduling problem with the objective to achieve a positive
balance between cash outflow and inflow, where the
contractor needs to implement multiple projects
concurrently, with each project having its own deadline and
activities being performed in one of several alternative
modes. First, based on formulating cash outflow and cash
inflow for the projects, we construct an optimization model
in the multi-mode multi-project context, which can
minimize the maximum cash flow gap and, thus, achieve
the best positive cash flow balance by optimally arranging
execution modes and start times of the activities. Then, we
prove the NP-hardness of the studied problem and in the
light of the characteristic of the constructed model, we
design two metaheuristic algorithms, namely the TS and SA,
which search the desirable solutions in the nested and
mixed ways, respectively. Finally, taking the multi-start
iterative improvement as comparison algorithm, the
performance of the developed algorithms is evaluated
through a computational experiment performed on a data
set generated randomly using ProGen. In addition, based on
the obtained computational results, the effects of several
key parameters on the objective function are analyzed.
From the research results, the following conclusions are
drawn: Compared with the MSII, the developed two
metaheuristic algorithms can solve the studied problem
more efficiently. The TS and SA are more suitable for
obtaining a desirable solution of the smaller and larger
problems, respectively, and the nested searching structure
can improve the efficiency of the algorithms. As the
advance payment proportion, number of milestone activities,
client’s payment proportion, or deadline of projects
increase, the contractor’s maximal cash flow gap decreases.
The research in this paper may provide decision support
for the contractor to smooth their cash flows during the
execution of multiple projects. However, it should be
pointed out that in the paper, how to cover cash flow gaps
economically is not considered and when scheduling
projects, resource constraints are neglected as well.
Therefore, in the future, we will extend the research to the
above two cases that are more in line with reality.
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